Portable staging solutions

PILOT

Operation: Aluminium legs are
placed in the corner brackets and
wing nuts tightened by hand. The
leg is securely held in the corner
with a sliding T piece. Podiums are
attached together with a hand
tightened Klemm-fix connector.
Accessories are attached to the
podium aluminium extrusion using
T bolts, and hand wheels are finger
tightened.
Storage: The QUATTRO Storage
Trolley Kit is compatible. It contains
four wheels and a handle which
are added to a podium, allowing
for up to 20 podiums to be stacked
on top.
Customisations: If adding an
access ramp, you can choose
to have it with or without a ramp
landing. In addition, there are tiered
stage configurations available for
seating or performances.

Features and Specs
PILOT
Standard Podium
Dimensions (mm)

2000 x 1000
1000 x 1000

Podium weight (kg)

33 (2000 x 1000)
21 (1000 x 1000)

Design load (kg/m2)

500 evenly distributed

Leg Dimensions

40 x 40

Materials

Aluminium
Timber plywood

Australian Made

√

Warranty

2 year

Standard Leg
Heights (mm)

200 / 400 / 600
800 / 1000

Custom Leg
Heights (mm)

200—2000

Add Adjustable Height Legs 400/600mm , 600/1000mm or
mm)
1100/1300mm
Podium Storage Height mm)

80 per podium

Podium Insert

18mm Structural Radiata Ply
with Timber Stain

Valance

Lecterns

Safety Modular Steps

Stage Curtains

The PILOT Modular Staging System is closely based on the
QUATTRO design, providing a versatile and economical
choice for a portable staging solution.
An attractive and viable stage solution for all performance and event requirements, our PILOT Stage
is manufactured in-house, so we can customise a system to your exact requirements. Compatible
with the QUATTRO range of accessories, the standard PILOT design features a black timber stain
podium finish, or alternative timber stain colours are available.
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